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TO Director, FBI (92-3267) PATE: 2/28/66 

FROM ~ ~AC,~~s Angeles (92-113) 
1fo/ . I 

-SUBJECT: 
. l.... ' 
JOHN ROSELLI, aka. 

\ -

ANTI-RACKETEERING 

Re Bureau airtel to SAC, Albany , Et Al, 
dated l/31/66 captioned "CRIMINAL INTELLIGENCE PROGRAM'' 
concerning data regarding LCN .members. 

With reference to JOHN ROSELLI, -the Bureau 
requested information on the following headings: 

l ~ Birth verification - not v·erified 
2. Member relative - unknown 
3. Family of Relatives - blank 

As the Bureau is aware investigation-has been 
conducted in Chicago, Illinois, where there exists a report 
of birth for subject under the name GIOVANNI ROSEL!JI 
reflecting he was born 7/4/04 in Chicago, Illinois. This was 
a delayed birth certificate filed in 1936. Investigation 
has shown that the signature on the affidavit supporting 
the delayed birth certificate is a forgery. On the basis 
of the information appearing on the birth certificate, no 
l~ving· relatives of ROSELLI were located. 

As the Bureau is also aware, LA 4448~C-TE has 
furnished information that ROSELLI's true name is.PHILIP SACCO 
and he was born in Italy and came to the United States . 
while still a young boy. Investigation was conducted in 
Italy and a record of birth of PHILIP SACCO was found 
showing birth in Esperia, Italy q_n July 4, 1905. Inv~_:ti
gation has also revealed that he entered the United States 
at New York· City when he was six years old. Further investi-
gation has disclose_d the identity of his-_-- mother, -a br_· other- , 4 
and several sisters all of whom are currently residing in ~ i 
the United States. _ _ REO. 29 (/ --< ... -- ,. .j 1_-_ ( J . ; 
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In order to protect LA 4448-C...;TE and pursuant ""'-J / 
to plans to explo~ t the true facts of ROSELLI's ~ue~ name~ ,_.........,. __ 
and birth at an appropriate t~me, this information has . .. 196o-: 
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